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Amarillo Gear Company LLC reserves the right to make
design modifications to our gear drives that may change
the given dimensions. The dimensions shown in this
brochure may not exactly reflect the dimensions of gear
drives currently being offered. Request a Certified
Dimension Print for construction use.
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Thrust ratings vary greatly depending upon the transmitted power and the
vertical shaft speed. The ratings in TABLE IV are the axial loads that can
be applied to the fan shaft which will always result in a calculated bearing
life greater than 100,000 hours L10. These ratings are based on the worse
case from the power rating tables. Contact the factory when the fan loading
conditions or the bearing life requirements cannot be satisfied with the ratings
from the tables.
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Each Amarillo Gear fan drive is the result of careful design and manufacturing technique. As with any precision machine
component, proper selection, installation, maintenance and operating procedures are imperative for long life and trouble-free
service. The following instructions are offered for selection of gear drives for usual applications. Our engineers will be pleased to
assist when unusual conditions require special procedures.

Selection

The required ratio is established by dividing the input or driver speed by the output or fan speed. Select the ratio from the table that is the closest
to the required ratio. Select a gear drive from the table that has a service rating listed under the required ratio column that is equal to or greater
than the power rating of the driver at the input speed. When gear drives are to be selected using a service factor other than 2.0, multiply the
“service rating” from the tables by 2.0 to get the “mechanical rating.” The “mechanical rating” is then divided by the appropriate service factor to
obtain the new “service rating” at the required service factor. Efficiency varies with speed, power and thrust, with normal ranges between 95-98%.
Contact factory for actual values for your application.

Ratio

All ratios are reducing and defined as the ratio of input speed to output speed. Single reduction ratios shown in Table I are exact within ±2%.
Double reduction ratios shown in Table III are exact within ±3%.

Ratings

AGMA and CTI recommend a minimum service factor of 2.0 for gear drives in cooling tower fan service when driven by electric motors or steam
turbines. All ratings in Table I and Table III are service ratings and include a 2.0 service factor. Ratings are listed for both 60 and 50 cycle electric
motor speeds. Ratings at intermediate speeds may be interpolated from the tables. Contact the factory for recommendations when the driver
speed exceeds 1800 rpm.

Thermal Rating

The thermal ratings of Amarillo Gear cooling tower drives are equal to or exceed the service ratings listed in Tables I & III when the discharge air
temperature is 120°F or less. Contact the factory for thermal rating when the air temperature exceeds 120°F.

Direction of Rotation

Normal rotation is both shafts clockwise as shown in the illustrations. Occasional use with both shafts rotating counterclockwise is permissible.

“W” Series

The “W” Series of gear drives were developed primarily for applications involving larger diameter fans. These applications may require special
design features to be incorporated in the gear drives to accommodate the higher thrust and undefined dynamic loads which are normally
associated with larger diameter fans. Contact Amarillo Gear to discuss any applications involving 36 foot or larger diameter fans.

To view Amarillo’s complete warranty terms, please visit www.amarillogear.com

The drives Amarillo Gear Company LLC produces for cooling tower and air fin heat exchanger service reflect a long history of quality

Designed and manufactured by Amarillo Gear Company LLC for fan drive service. All spiral bevel gears are precision machined

Bearings

Amarillo Gear is an industry leader with L10a bearing life exceeding 100,000 hours on all bearings. Input and intermediate bearings provide
double the service life specified in AGMA and CTI standards, resulting in lower maintenance costs. The fan shaft bearings are designed to
carry all loads imposed by the fan while maintaining this outstanding bearing life. Only trusted name brand bearings such as Timken and
SKF are installed in Amarillo fan drives.
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Oversized slinger on the input shaft provides excellent lubrication in either direction or at half speed operation. Continuous
circulation of oil to all bearings is assured by location of adequately sized channels and baffles. Double reduction units can also
be supplied with a positive displacement bi-directional oil pump / internal oil distribution system. This pump is driven from the
intermediate shaft and provides a redundant lubrication system for extreme reliability. A permanently mounted oil sight glass
is provided on all units to provide direct visual determination of oil level.
Fan drives ship with the first fill of operating mineral oil installed. Synthetic oil is also available as an option. Synthetic lubricants
offer advantages of extended service life, a broader operational temperature range, reduced friction, and the ability to maintain a
higher film strength which can extend the service life of the gear drive.

Large inspection opening facilitates periodic inspections. Ports for oil fill, oil drain and venting are tapped and located for
installation of remote service piping when desired.
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